




























Dedication: To my mother's sister on her 100th birthday, with loving greetings from Birte.

Title Page:

Written by Signe Margrethe Nielsen

My Life

To Mrs. Ane Nielsen

Thorning School in Kjellerup, from daughter Signe Margrethe Nielsen. Father was school-
teacher.

Best wishes

-----

My Life

I have now thought about writing a book about my life and the first shall now be about 
what I said when I was little.

What Signe Said When She Was Little

War Far Ana Alma Daje Dagny Ada Asta and so on…

When Signe Became Bigger

One day when the others were in school one time in May I went out in the garden and looked 
at all of the pretty flowers that had come, but when I had walked there a little I heard the 
school-children coming out to lunch and I ran in to eat my lunch, and when I had eaten I 
went out to play some more. A snake came slithering over the road and I called for Father 
and Mother and Alma, for Asta was also out to play. Then the others came and we stood 
there all together in a circle around the horrid snake. But it crept through the hedge and in 
between some trees where Asta and I had a living room. After Father, Mother, Alma, Aage, 
Asta and I had a hunt for the horrid snake but didn't find it and haven't found it yet.



How it Was in the Evenings

In the evenings Father bound books and Mother knitted. Asta and I read and wrote German 
and played, and Aage read his lessons as he really wanted to be a doctor and to be a smart 
student.

Now We Shall Hear a Little About When Aage Became a Student

One day a letter came and it said the following: Dear Everyone, Today I became a student 
and at 10 o'clock I graduated - Aage Viborg.

Then we drove with H. Baks to Viborg and when we got there breakfast was already on the 
table, and we all had a good breakfast to strengthen us. Then we went to Dyrskue (animal 
show) - a place that was so funny. There were so many nice animals and we also saw some 
soldiers there on exercises. At the animal show place there were beautiful flags. Then we went 
to Viborg again and got a sip of coffee, then Mother lay on their sofa to rest herself and I got 
a large doll to play with and then the others went to the animal show again. When they 
came home again we young ones went out to eat and we had the large doll with us. I don't 
know where the old ones went but we came home at the same time. Then we had to go home 
and we had to take a whole bunch of Aage's suitcases home with us.

When Aage Came Home

Then Aage came home, and had to go to Copenhagen, So he drove with my brother-in-law 
that Alma was just engaged to, a young man from Knudstrup, he was called Meinert. 

Ane is my mother. NP Nielsen my father. Alma Marie is my sister and there is Dagny also. 
Asta is also my sister and reads about everything. I have always had it good here at home in 
the school and I would wish that everyone could have it as good as I have had it. 

Signe Margrethe Nielsen
Thorning School in Kjellerup 


